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Motivation

- use big data from urban infrastructure to improve 
quality of citizens’ life in big cities

- improve passenger travel experience
- tell passengers precisely how long their travel will 

take and at what time vehicle arrives
- travel time depends on many factors difficult to 

predict



Warsaw trams infrastructure



Data sources

- information about the official planned schedules 
(stops locations, routes and lines on stop planned 
times)

- real trams' positions from GPS transmitters 
(coordinates of current position sent every 15 
seconds)



GPS data source



Travel time vs hour 

Comparison between average time between all stops pairs by hour of 
the days for the official schedule and real travels



Prediction methods

- current delay propagation
- historical average time travel
- artificial neural network model

Available data: historical data from previous days 
about trams positions and all data from current day 
until prediction time and current tram position



1. current delay propagation

- finding current vehicle delay and propagate it to 
next stops on planned route

- does not use any historical data
- weakness: not able to predict future problems or 

delay changes



2. historical average time travel

- use average time travel from previous couple of 
days as an estimator for current day times

- take into consideration historical time travels or 
usual road fraction traffic conditions



3. artificial neural network model

- multilayer perceptron with backpropagation 
learning method

- output value: predicted tram's time travel from 
stop si to another stop sj

- input:
- order number of stop si in route,
- order number of destination stop sj in route,
- travel time from route's start to stop si

- time of the day.



3. artificial neural network model

Learning data set contains information from all travels 
on given route in last 30 days



Experimental setup

- simulates passenger view: how long trip form 
particular stop to another chosen stop takes

- 1000 random tram stop pairs
- four different hours: 8:00, 12:00, 16:00 and 20:00
- measure: difference between the real travel time 

and predicted travel time



Experimental results

- average planned time travel was 45 minutes
- average absolute prediction error: ~2 minutes
- official timetables error: 3 minutes
- worst results were obtained in rush hours



Experimental results



Conclusions

- all proposed methods outperform prediction based 
on the official timetables

- the best method - historical average time travel 
reduced prediction error from 3 minutes (for the 
official schedule) to 2 minutes

- time travels are longer in rush hours and more 
difficult to predict



Future work

- make similar researches for buses and compare 
them with trams

- do comparison between delays and prediction 
methods during holiday week and normal week

- apply results to mobile application for passengers 
or improve official schedules
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